Dragon Husband 1612 part 1
Chapter 1612 The Song Of Red And Black
Xu Tongyin raised his head and looked at Wiliam in surprise.
Even the people with Remnant Jian Jiu Tian around Xu Tongyin were stunned.
Before the war, the opposing parties should have avoided it.
But Wiliam not only didn’t shy away from it, he walked over in such a grand
manner.
Even now, in front of so many people on the scene, he helped his opponent
regain his strength.
What a special thing!
I really don’t know how to say Wiliam is done…
Sanqingjian surrounded Wiliam and said with gratitude: “Wiliam, we really don’t
know how to thank you. When we were about to fight, we helped our opponents
regain their strength. Your pattern and heart are really impressive. It’s beyond
reach.”
While healed Xu Tongyin, Wiliam replied politely: “It’s an opponent and a friend.
That’s not what Tongyin said. If you want to fight, you can fight once, or it will be
meaningless.”
After hearing this, Xu Tongyin nodded, “Wiliam said exactly what I thought.
Thank you Wiliam.”
At this time, someone on the side whispered: “Wiliam’s intentions are excellent.
But I’m afraid that someone will see the gossip. Seeing the two of them walk so
close when they are facing the battle, will someone break their mouth and say
that they are two? Will there be a fake match then?”
Sanqing Jianlao’s expressions were uniform, one of them turned his head and
whispered: “What are you talking about! Wiliam and Xu Tongyin are outstanding
people in the world. This act is nothing but a hero and a hero. I’m sorry to be on
the stage. Our Can Jian Jiutian, like Wiliam, is standing upright! Afraid of gossip!”
These words made that person directly ashamed.
He immediately bowed his hand to Wiliam and said, “Mr. Lu, I’m sorry, it’s my
villain’s heart.”

Wiliam didn’t care at all, but admired the righteousness of Can Jian Jiutian.
Anyone who wields a sword and fights with a sharp sword needs this kind of
righteousness to be able to die and live without any disadvantage!
Can Sword Jiutian did a good job on this point, but Beech Sword Zhetian didn’t
know how much better.
After more than half a time, the metamorphosis on Wiliam’s body slowly
gathered.
At this time, Xu Tongyin also slowly opened his eyes.
It happened to face Wiliam’s four eyes.
Wiliam looked at Xu Tongyin in surprise, “Are you exhausted? You still have
one-third of your internal strength?”
The people of Can Jian Jiutian were stunned when they heard it.
Xu Tongyin laughed and said, “You can still see it. Yes, I am not exhausted. I still
have the power to fight against Chi Zhan. But I said, I don’t bother with this. Rare
human warfare, only you are worthy of my opponent.”
Wiliam nodded, stood up, patted Xu Tongyin’s shoulder, “See you on the field.”
“See you on the field.” Xu Tongyin smiled knowingly.
Wiliam walked away slowly.
After Wiliam left completely, San Qing Jian veteran asked, “Tongyin, have you
really recovered your strength?”
Xu Tongyin also slowly revealed a shocked expression, “Brother Wiliam is
definitely not easy!”
“What do you say!” Sanqing Old Master quickly asked.
Xu Tongyin took a deep breath and said, “I only thought that Brother Wiliam’s
medical skills were the only one in the world. I didn’t think that he was a
mysterious man! I finally knew how I was saved by him when I was frozen in the
battlefield of blood and tears for more than a year. Live.”
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Say it! Don’t sell it!” Sanqing Jian Lao asked a quick-witted one.
“Did you see the blue and blue air on him just now?” Xu Tongyin asked.
“I saw it! I got closer, and was slightly enveloped by the radiant azure aura, and I
felt so happy that I was floating around. What is that thing?” said Old Master
Sanqing.
Xu Tong’s eyes were surprised, and said, “The green qi is amazing. It enters my
body. On the one hand, it constantly repairs my damaged meridians, and on the
other hand, it constantly fills my internal strength. I have never seen it. Having
lived through such a magical inner strength and profound energy.”
Master Sanqing Jian looked at each other, and in the end he could only draw one
conclusion.
This Wiliam is really not easy.
“What do you think of the next match? Is it possible for you to win Wiliam under
your peak strength?” San Qing Jian Lao asked.
Xu Tongyin shook his head and said, “Not sure. Really not sure. But don’t worry,
Wiliam and I are people of the same temper. Since I decided to have a good fight,
I will definitely go all out. It’s up to God’s will to win or lose.”
“That’s wrong! My son is heroic!” A loud and powerful voice came from Xu Benliu
who came down from the rostrum.
Xu Benliu saw that Wiliam was treating Xu Tongyin, so he didn’t come to bother
him, only came over now when he saw Wiliam go.
Xu Benliu showed an arrogant look on his face, “When my son walks here, we are
destined to hold the position of Nine Sects for nine days. Compared with before,
there is more than that, so that’s enough.”
“Tongyin, the next stage is up to you. Remember, your mission and task have
been completed. You can now make the decision by yourself, without considering
anyone’s feelings, you know? This battle, I’m looking forward to it for my father!”
Xu Benliu said, patted Xu Tongyin’s shoulder heavily.
Xu Tongyin nodded, “Thank you father for understanding.”
Get rid of the restraint and pressure, so that Xu Tongyin can fight happily!
“By the way, Wiliam is a good person and worthy of deep friendship. I hope you
won’t affect your harmony because of this war, you know?” Xu Benliu said
suddenly.
Xu Tongyin laughed loudly, “You can rest assured about this!”

People who can agree with Xu Tongyin’s almost absurd obsession with life and
death, even if the two die at the end of the battle, they will definitely smile at
each other and be full of joy.
“Well, I can rest assured.” Xu Benliu said, and walked towards the rostrum.
He was worried about his son’s temper at first.
At the end of the battle, everything will be ignored, even if the heavenly king
Laozi is in front of Xu Tongyin, he might be cut with a single sword.
In this way, that Wiliam and his son had a very good appetite.
Xu Tongyin cleaned up briefly, and the referee on the stage was already signaling
that he was on stage.
On the other side, Wiliam also slowly stepped onto the ring.
As Xu Tongyin also took the stage, violent shouts suddenly burst out on the
scene.
Towards the end, every battle is worth watching without blinking.
Especially Xu Tongyin, a person who is open and domineering, don’t mention how
cool it is to fight.
As for Wiliam, the audience was a little worried.
Because Wiliam’s previous game was too agile.
The action is good-looking, but I don’t feel any energy after watching it too much.
I hope this one can be a little better.
The two on the stage looked at each other and smiled.
With the referee’s whistle.
With a thud of Xu Tongyin’s long sword, black light spread across the ring
instantly!
On the opposite side, Wiliam suddenly burst into a crimson light, penetrating the
black light, and shooting towards the sky!
Long live the demon lotus!
Born!

The vigor of the two of them also reached the extreme in an instant!
From the very beginning, the people on the scene were seen full of enthusiasm!
Miracle!
Miracle!
The two of them turned on their firepower from the start!
Song of Red and Black!
Domineering played!

